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Fueling the personal
consumer health
journey
IBM Watson Health and Welltok
partner to rethink employee
engagement
Challenges
Highlights:
Unique employee insights
Unified ecosystem of the right
programs
Informed program design
Advanced machine learning
End-to-end personal consumer
health journey

Study after study shows that an employee who
is active in engaging and managing their health,
whether they are currently healthy or dealing with
chronic disease, is more healthy, more happy, stays
productive longer and spends less on medical
services than those who are not.
We get it. As employers you’re juggling a lot
when it comes to reducing healthcare costs,
improving business performance, managing
benefit programs—all while trying to get
employees engaged. With five generations of
people comprising today’s workforce, meeting
your employees where they are, with their unique
needs and perspectives, isn’t getting any easier.1
The consumer journey
IBM Watson Health and Welltok have joined in a
partnership to bring you a family of offerings that
provide your employees all the tools they need as
they travel down their own unique healthcare journey.
Our integrated solution powers even the most
complex employer engagement strategies because
we help you understand your employees as individual
consumers. With an analytics-informed approach,
you achieve significant engagement at the individual
level across the spectrum of total wellbeing, including
physical, financial, emotional, social and purpose.

https://hrdailyadvisor.blr.com/2018/02/26/handle-5-generations-workplace/

Best of all, Welltok and Watson Health’s family
of offerings can work together, integrating data
throughout the process or on their own, allowing
you to focus investments on areas where and when
your priorities and budget dictate. You decide
where your journey with us begins.

Solution value
Deep data integration
Personalized member experience
Maximized resource utilization
Scalable communications
End-to-end personal consumer health journey

Fueling the personal consumer health journey...
A data-driven machine learning solution
Analyze

Data-driven insights reveal
predicted risk, preference and
receptivity – informing sponsor
strategy

Enroll

Interactively support consumers
in the critical health plan
selection process

Navigate

Understand consumer intent
and guide wellbeing program
and beneﬁt utilization

Optimize

Continuous process
improvement made easy
with dashboards fueled
with insights

Welltok and Watson Health enable you to
organize your total well-being resources in a way
that simplifies administration and streamlines
communication, and automates benefit selection,
incentive management and benefits management.
Using our advanced analytics and machine learning,
we help you curate a highly relevant experience
for each individual employee, which dynamically
changes over time to support an ongoing and
multi-faceted health management and well-being
journey. There are four primary benefits to this
approach.
Unique Employee Insights
Make a big impact on program success by using
Welltok’s proprietary database to uncover critical
social determinants and engagement activity for

Activate

Create a personalized itinerary of programs, resources
and rewards, with beneﬁt and cost transparency tools
that are meaningful to the consumer, addressing all
aspects of health (social, ﬁnancial, mental, physical,
emotional)

your employees. We’ve partnered with public,
semi-private and privately held organizations to
create an exclusive database of over 800 data
points about more than 275 million Americans
thatgive you precision consumer insights you can’t
get anywhere else.
Unified Ecosystem of the Right Programs
Gone are the days of a disparate experience with
chaotic point solutions. All resources and programs
are organized centrally, and our analytics tools
and predictive models help identify exactly which
programs will get individual employees engaged,
improve total well-being and create business value.
Continuous process improvement is made easy
with dashboards fueled with insights that help your
programs get better over time.

Advanced Machine Learning
Unlike other solutions, we use big data and the
advanced machine learning capabilities of Watson to
automatically personalize the employee’s experience
over time, and then precisely align the right message
with the right person via the right channel.
An End-to-End Personal Consumer Health Journey
Your employees will thank you for making it simple
and easy to get active in their own health and
well-being. Imagine a seamless experience where
employees have one resource that provides:
1. Easy-to-understand guidance to the
right health plan for themselves and their
dependents.
2. A variety of programs, incentives, rewards and
services that meet their unique needs.
3. Accurate price transparency about what their
family healthcare services will cost them based
on where they are today.
Conclusion
Rethinking Employee Engagement Together
Data-driven machine learning is the fuel that
enables employers to drive activation and
engagement. Through the combination of our
exclusive consumer database, data-as-a-service,
HIPAA services cloud technology, multi-channel
engagement, predictive analytics and artificial
intelligence, employers can configure their
platform of offerings to tailor and scale programs
based on their needs across the organization.
Why IBM Watson Health And Welltok?
Welltok and IBM bring a five-year history of
successful collaboration to a whole new level with
the combination of state-of-the-art conversational
technology, enterprise data ingestion, analytics,
artificial intelligence, and an award-winning
consumer platform designed to transform
healthcare for your employees.

About IBM Watson Health
Each day, professionals throughout the health
ecosystem make powerful progress toward a
healthier future. At IBM Watson Health, we help
them remove obstacles, optimize efforts and
reveal new insights to support the people they
serve. Working across the landscape, from payers
and providers to governments and life sciences,
we bring together deep health expertise; proven
innovation; and the power of artificial intelligence
to enable our customers to uncover, connect and
act — as they work to solve health challenges for
people everywhere.
About Welltok
Welltok, the pioneer in health optimization, is
radically changing the way organizations manage
the health of their population. By personalizing
the consumer experience to an individual level
and aligning behavior and actions with the right
incentives and rewards, we’re helping consumers
become as healthy as they can be.
Our Combined Market Value
IBM and Welltok have a 5-year history of working
together to deliver solutions to the employer and
health plan markets.
Welltok helps employers address a wide array of
challenges related to improving the health of their
employee population, including low employee
engagement, low employee productivity, and
poor utilization of benefits programs. Our Total
Wellbeing Solution empowers employers to
aggregate all wellbeing resources in a central
place, providing seamless web and mobile access
to all content and programs. The solution includes
targeted rewards, on-demand access to an AI
chatbot (powered by IBM Watson), and data
insights to know what’s working and what isn’t.

To learn more about The Personal Consumer
Health Journey and how you can get started,
please contact your IBM representative or IBM
Business Partner, or visit: ibm.com/watsonhealth
or email us at watsonh@us.ibm.com
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About IBM Watson Health
Each day, professionals throughout the health ecosystem
make powerful progress toward a healthier future. At IBM
Watson Health, we help them remove obstacles, optimize
efforts and reveal new insights to support the people they
serve. Working across the landscape, from payers and
providers to governments and life sciences, we bring together
deep health expertise; proven innovation; and the power of
artificial intelligence to enable our customers to uncover,
connect and act — as they work to solve health challenges for
people everywhere.
For more information on IBM Watson Health,
visit ibm.com/watsonhealth.
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